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Comment...
In times of plenty companies seem to spread

themselves into all sorts of areas, and it takes

a challenging market for companies to

examine what their core areas are, and to

consolidate back to becoming market leaders

in those areas. 

This Journal highlights some companies who

have been through many recessions and tough

times, but are now thriving as leaders in their

niche markets. WES have made a bold

expansion to meet the shortage of covered

strip, which was made possible by the very

specialist equipment produced for an

international market by Ridgway Machines.

Parsons Peebles Generation have had many

tough years, but now have a strong order book

concentrating on bespoke High Voltage

Equipment. Helmke demonstrate the unique

aspects of a family company that has stuck to

its principles of providing the best service,

nothing is too much trouble, and even the most

unusual and expensive machines are available

“off the shelf”.

Brook Special Projects has emerged as a

specialist manufacturer of small batches of

some unique motors, and the factories

concentrating on the mass markets have closed. 

Most members of the AEMT are very specialist,

and their staff are highly skilled at what they

do. Their skills are the strengths of the

companies and they are getting increasingly

hard to find. Even in times like these, it is the

companies who continue to train apprentices

for their future who will be a step ahead. One

thing is for certain, during a recession many

engineers will leave the industry, and as

confidence builds, a growing skills gap will

become even more apparent.

For advertising and editorial articles
please contact: 
Tim Marks at The AEMT Ltd. St Saviours

House, St Saviours Place, York. YO1 7PJ.

Telephone: 44 (0) 1904 674899 
Fax: 44 (0) 1904 674896 
Email: admin@aemt.co.uk
Website: www.aemt.co.uk
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director, with his wife Jackie looking after

the administrative side, this is a major

achievement. They have succeeded where

many larger companies are struggling to

meet the necessary standards.

These include:

• Having the necessary calibrated

equipment available for repairs,

measurement and testing,

• Sufficient skilled persons, competent to

undertake hazardous area work.

• The company’s management system

and operational procedures must

comply with IEC 60079-19, 

Explosive atmospheres - Part 19:

Equipment repair, overhaul and

reclamation, and IEC Ex requirements.

The Kirkby Lindsey engineers have regularly

attended the AEMT hands-on hazardous area

repair courses together with the regular

refresher courses to keep the staff up to date.

Hazardous area equipment is used in

potentially explosive atmospheres such as

the oil and gas, coal mining, grain and other

industries with potentially explosive dusty

atmospheres. As the IEC Ex web site puts it:

“The capital cost of Ex equipment means

that in most cases it is much more

economical to repair than replace. Of

course ensuring that any repair work does

not affect the integrity of the equipment

from a product conformity viewpoint is

essential to the process. The environmental

benefits of re-use rather than scrap and

replace, are an additional bonus.”

The requirements to become an IEC Ex

workshop can be found on the IEC Ex web

site, where the relevant documents can be

downloaded. These include IEC Ex 03, Ex

OD13, Ex OD14, and Ex OD15.

Websites: 

Kirkby Lindsey: www.kirkby-lindsey.co.uk 

IEC EX: www.iecex.com     

Baseefa: www.baseefa.com   
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IECEx Service Facility
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Accreditation for Service 
Facilities in the Ex industry

Sira is the first IECEx Certification Body in the world to be

issued with the IECEx certificate of approval under the Service

Facility Programme, allowing us to offer the assessment and 

on-site audit of organisations that provide a Repair and Overhaul

service to the Ex industry.

IECEx Scheme developed with active 
participation from Sira.

Links with other Sira Certification Schemes  
- Competence Professional & EASA Training 
& Competence Assessment.

Scheme is applicable to facilities working with 
all types of ATEX/IECEx & other certified Ex equipment.

Gives the Service Facility a competitive advantage 
in the marketplace.

Assessments carried out against IEC 60079-19, 

in accordance with Scheme rules IECEx 03

Sira QA Services
• ATEX QAN &  IECEx QAR

• QA ‘Healthcheck’

• ISO 9001: 2000 Assessment

• Training & Technical Advice

For more information about the scheme please contact Sira

The Accredited Way to Repair

Tel: +44 (0) 1244 670900
Email: qa@siracertification.com

Brian Kirkby of Kirkby Lindsey in Hull is

delighted to have become the second

company in the UK to be successfully

audited by Allan Ogden of Baseefa to IEC

Ex standards. Kirkby Lindsey have been

repairing Hazardous Area motors for the

major part of their 50 years in business.

They signed up to the original EECS

system run by the Health and Safety

Executive in the UK. When this part of the

HSE became privatized they continued to

be audited by Baseefa Certification, and

have now renewed their certificate to the

internationally recognized IEC Ex Certified

Service Facility for the Hull workshop.

Their workshop in Hedon Road, Hull, repairs

motors, gearboxes, and fans. They are a

Brook Crompton Authorised Repair Agent

and have large stocks of Brook motors as

well as stocks of Leroy Somer, and SEW

Eurodrive. Kirkby Lindsey also own Eclipse

Electrical Engineers in York.

For what is still a very hands on family

business run by Brian Kirkby, the managing

Become an IEC Ex
Certified Service Facility.

I n d u s t r i a l  &  T e c h n i c a l  S e r v i c e s

SERVO MOTOR 
REPAIR CENTRE

UNIT 11, 158 TITHE STREET, LEICESTER LE5 4BN 
ENGLAND U.K.

TEL: +44 (0) 116 276 8686 
FAX: +44 (0) 116 276 6776  

info@alphaelectrics.com  www.alphaelectrics.com

A L P H A  E L E C T R I C S

Brian Kirkby Managing Director of Kirkby Lindsey talking about Hazardous
Area Equipment repairs to Frank Johansen, the Chairman of the Danish
Repamotor.
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WES (Wire Electric Supplies) have come a

long way since Mike Robinson founded the

company in 1990, and also since the

AEMT last visited them in 2007 when they

adopted their new WES livery. Since then

they have had to surf the large fluctuations

in copper prices. Considering these have

fluctuated from 9,000 dollars/tonne in mid

2008 to around 2,800 dollars/tonne at the

end of last year and have now increased

50% since then, this can be no easy task

and has required a very close eye on their

daily stock situation and an eagle eye on

pricing.  They have not only had to fund the

large increases in their stock values when

the prices were rising, but also needed to

be able to offer their customers the

benefit of falling prices as the prices

dropped. They have taken this challenge in

their stride and continued to build up their

reputation based on Quality and Service,

which includes next day delivery either by

their own vehicles or by computerised next

day carrier service, 24/7 and 365 days 

a year.

The company has four main strings to their

bow and work very closely with their four

main suppliers. On varnish WES has had a

long partnership with Sterling Technologies,

which became part of Elantas  adding Beck

and Epoxylite to their range. Elantas  then

became a member of the Altana Electrical

Insulation group.

WES  are distributors for Isovolta, who

manufacture a comprehensive range of

High Voltage insulation products, and are

recognised worldwide as being one of the

market leaders. WES stocks these products

in their cold storage units in

Wolverhampton.   

On cable, the French company Omerin

are leaders in high temperature cables and

silicone coated wire, and WES carry a range

of lead cables for low and high voltage

motors and transformers. 

They stock a wide range of standard

cabling and are now able to manufacture

looms and harnesses for customers

assembling panels and circuit boards. They

specialise in PVC and LSZH mains leads

Journalaemt

WES strip
delivery times

WES have entered the market to supply strip copper with the most
advanced facility in Europe.

and high temperature, high voltage cables.

With their large stocks of cables and

connectors, they are able to offer a fast

turnaround on even very specialist looms. 

H-old supply their adhesive and

insulation tapes.  In 2007 the company

invested in new Cevenini slitting machines

to cut up the “logs” of insulation and

adhesive tapes. This area has seen

substantial growth since the major

investment to handle larger bulk volumes of

these products, and their ability to supply

their customers with any width of tape

required.  

Finally they distribute winding wire for

FD Simms. They have had a long and close

relationship with FD Simms as main

distributors for their winding wire.  After a

major review of their future direction, Mike

Robinson, managing director, and his son

Mark Robinson, Operations Director,

decided on a major expansion of their

capability to supply strip wire to the

industry. They had identified a shortage of

production capacity in the UK and

internationally. In general there were long

lead times to obtain suitable copper or

aluminium strip, and no one appeared

willing to make the necessary investment to

increase production capacity.

As with all their products, they

determined that the only way to enter the

market was to offer a top quality product,

and this meant a very large investment in

additional premises and new machinery.

The existing 15,000 square foot premises in

Wolverhampton acts as their main

distribution point, but it did not have the

length or space required to finish copper

strip to customers’ requirements. 

The supply and preparation of copper

strip is highly specialist and they were

fortunate to be able to take on Mark

Vickers, who had spent many years in the

industry at FD Simms. He is now the

general manager of the strip division.

Together they looked at the range of

equipment manufactured by Ridgway, who

are a world class manufacturer of

equipment to prepare and cover copper

strip. Premises for the new division were

found on the Britonwood Trading Estate,

Faraday Road, in Knowsley. The first taping

line was commissioned in September 2008,

with the second line became operational in

February 2009. 

At the moment WES offer three main

insulation materials suitable for copper or

aluminium strip

• Nomex 410 and Type 418 are synthetic

aromatic polyamide polymers

manufactured by Du Pont. These are

used to cover copper strip for the

manufacture of coils for High Voltage

The two lines with covers open and the control consoles. The finished copper strip coming out of the caterpillar unit and onto the finished drums.

Looking up the two lines of taping machines with the uninsulated copper strip in the foreground.

The dynamic taping head on the Ridgway machines capable of accurately applying three layers of tape at once at 1,000 rpm.
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Motors and Power Generators, Traction

motors, Dry and Resin Cast

Transformers, and Electro-magnets.

Nomex has a temperature index of

220C, thermal class C.

• Mica Paper is used for a range of high

voltage applications with a temperature

index of 155C, thermal class F.

• Paper tape with various insulation

options is mainly used for transformer

applications with a temperature index

of 105C, thermal class A.

The insulation tape can be applied by the

tape heads either butt lap, half lap, or

3/8ths lap, intercollated, multiple layer, or

other combinations.

The process involves a run of 7 matched

pieces of equipment to take off and cover

the copper or aluminium strip. The first

piece in the line is a 2 tonne pay off drum

stand capable of handling the heavy reels

of copper strip. This ensures that the reels

are paid out at a constant torque into the

line of taping machines. This leads up to a

cleaning and straightening machine with 8

rollers to ensure that it is totally flat, with no

undue stress or stretching, and no kinks in

the finished product. It is cleaned in a

vacuum so that there is no possibility of any

contamination getting onto the copper strip

during the taping process. The cleaned and

straightened copper is then fed through

three C100 Mk 6 Ridgway taping machines.

These horizontal taping machines can wrap

three or four tapes onto the cleaned copper

at a rate of 1000rpm depending on the

head used. For anyone with an engineering

mind the taping machines are hypnotic.

How on earth do they do what they do, so

quickly, and without getting in a total

tangle? If you want to try to fathom it out,

watch the video of the line in production on

their web site.

The copper strip is pulled through the

taping machines by a caterpillar unit. This is

a polyurethane laminate belt passing over a

stretch of 1500mm of rollers, which

carefully draws the strip through the line at

500kg pulling capacity without stretching or

stressing the taped strip. It can operate at

up to 60 metres /minute. The copper is

then fed onto the final take up drum. Great

care was taken with the design of the WES

drum for the taped copper strip. They are

purpose made for the company so that it

keeps its perfect shape until drawn off by

the customer.

The whole line is controlled by a

computer consol to determine all the

variables for the different materials as well

as the taping speed, overlap and other

variables for each machine in the line.

Once set up the line can take over an hour

to complete a roll; to halve the time required

to turn round orders for a number of rolls

WES has invested in two lines. Everything is

going to plan and their hunch about a

shortage of supply of strip has proved to be

right. They are already going ahead to add

another line in September 2009, and a

fourth line in November 2009. 

They say the way to stay in front in a race is

to put your foot down, when others are

taking their feet off. As far as business is

concerned, it is good to see that WES have

the continued confidence to make a very

substantial investment in expanding the

company, and give their customers a better

and better service on their core products.

WES have been keen to give a faster turn

round than has become customary within

the UK to their customers requiring

strip/covered conductors and are currently

working to  much reduced lead times,

although in a real emergency Mark Vickers

may be able to improve on that. With the

further lines planned for later on in the year

they plan to reduce this lead time even

further. Both Mike and Mark Robinson were

determined to have a top quality product;

they now have the most advanced

production line in Europe, which with even

more capacity will take some beating.

They had identified a
shortage of
production capacity in
the UK and
internationally. In
general there were
long lead times to
obtain suitable copper
or aluminium strip,
and no one appeared
willing to make the
necessary investment
to increase
production capacity.

Mark Vickers general manager of the new strip division in Knowsley.
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It is refreshing to find an engineering

company doing very well in a niche

market. Ridgway Machines can trace their

history back to 1920. They have been

supplying High Voltage manufacturers

such as Alstom, Brush, GEC and Midland

Dynamo in the UK with special high

quality machines for some considerable

time. In 1988 they purchased Crowther

Engineering, which led to Ridgway

developing a range of taping machinery.

The company is now owned by Stephen

Hunt, the managing director and Andy

Glanville, the technical director. They still

specialise in the design and manufacture

of equipment for taping, forming, and

producing high voltage coils, and

transformers. When you add together the

expertise in the company with the very

high quality of manufacture and the total

adaptability to design changes, then you

have a winning combination.

Recently they have been joined by Andy

Clarke. Andy has spent much of his time at

Alstom, Cegelec, and Clarich all occupying

the same site at various times in Rugby. He

has a thorough knowledge of how to

manufacture coils and how to overcome any

problems in the process.

Having concentrated on such a small

area of industry they have become world

leaders in their design and manufacture.

Perhaps the most easily recognised is their

BCT taping machine. These marvellous

machines were originally developed for

English Electric in Bradford, which was

taken over by GEC in 1968. The initials of

BCT for these taping machines originally

stood for the Bradford Coil Taping machine. 

Their taping machines are fascinating to

watch and can tape a coil in either direction.

The formed coils are normally held steady by

clamps as in the Ridgway coil turnover unit,

whilst the counterbalanced BCT taping

machine is moved along it in either direction

by the operator to lay the tape onto the coil.

For those who have not seen one of these

machines in action, watch the video on 

their web site. They also manufacture the

MTM taping machine for the long turbo

generator bars.

Ridgway manufactures high speed

taping lines for copper strip and electric

cables. These are a world class design and

are being supplied internationally. Sets have

recently gone to India and the Philippines,

as well as for WES in the UK (as in the

previous article). The line installed at WES

(Wire Electric Supplies) has been designed

to deliver consistent high quality of

manufacture. It consists of their coil de-

reeler, straightening and cleaning machines,

three taping head machines, a caterpillar

drawing machine, console, and final coil

reel. The complete production line creates

one high speed unit capable of producing

reels of insulated copper strip for the

manufacture of High Voltage Coils.

A larger version of this equipment forms

the basis of the Reinforced Thermoplastic

Pipe Taping machines (RTP and SRTP). These are used to manufacture

very long lengths of reinforced Thermoplastic pipe used in the oil and

gas industries. They apply the multiple layers of reinforced Kevlar, Steel,

or glass tape to plastic liners, and follow a signal from an upstream

caterpillar to accurately lay long lengths of pipe without the necessity 

for joints.

As well as the taping machines they produce a range of standard

and tailor made equipment such as Heavy duty rotor and loop winders,

armature and stator manufacturing equipment. The HDW10000 Heavy

Duty Winder is designed to enable easy winding of large coil loops for

rotors as used in generators. The appropriate tooling is mounted onto

the faceplate and the copper sections are wound around the rotor to

form the coils.

Most of this equipment is for the heavier end of the market, and

they delight in the challenge of producing equipment for new designs

such as the Continuous Coil Forming Machine. This is specifically

designed and constructed for forming single and multi-turn continuous

coils in phase groups of up to 8 coils. By eliminating the coil end joints,

production efficiencies of 50% are achievable. They also produce strip

on-edge coil winding machines, band tensioning units, and tensioners.

Their products go literally all over the world with items being

finished at the time of the visit for Egypt, Brazil, India, the Philippines as

well as the UK; up to 90% of their equipment goes to countries all

around the world. All their equipment is built to last, well engineered,

and solid, and well up to the demands of the heavy high voltage

equipment that they major on.

However they are not just tied to one industry and also produce

other wire forming equipment as well as the reinforced thermoplastic

pipe making equipment. Ridgway have always seen the CWIEME show

in Berlin as their key show for the coil equipment market and this year

was no exception, with another successful show and a large number of

international enquiries from both well established customers and many

potential new customers. 

The wide range of machines that they make can be seen on their

web site, with videos of some of them working, however many of the

machines can be adapted to order, to create new forms and shapes of

coils or to meet their customers specific requirements.

Website: www.ridgwayeng.com

Power and productivity
for a better worldTM

Totally  
transforming...

ABB Process Performance motors are 

designed for the lowest energy consumption and

an operating life beyond 20 years. It helps

reduce daily running costs as well as the 

total lifecycle cost of your machinery. 

Our network of ABB Motor Service Partners can provide spares and

support at short notice, helping you maximise uptime and further

reduce the lifetime cost of your plant. 

Our transformation goal is simple: to maximise the return on your

investment today, tomorrow and forever

To find out more, call 07000 MOTORS (that’s 07000 668677)

or visit www.abb.co.uk/energy

...your motor operating costs

Ridgway Machines.
Specialist manufacturers
of High Voltage Coil
Taping Equipment.

Journalaemt

The Ridgway BCT Coil Taping machine.

The HDW10000 Heavy Duty Winder winds the
large coil directly onto a generator rotor.

Ridgway 1630 bench mounted Coil taping machine.
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United Utilities’ Water Treatment Plant at

Hale Bank, Widnes is set to save many

thousands of pounds in ongoing

maintenance costs as a result of

replacing solid bearings with SRB split

roller bearings from Revolvo. The SRB split

bearings allow easy maintenance without

having to remove the shafts of long

horizontal rotors that agitate sewage and

introduce oxygen to the treatment

process. Previously a crane with an 80ft

reach was required to completely remove

the solid support bearings, at a cost in

excess of £2500 per day. 

Several of United Utilities wastewater sites

incorporate orbital aeration tanks as part of

the sewage treatment process. Each of

these tanks has a number of horizontal

rotors which agitate the sewage and

introduce oxygen, thereby accelerating the

treatment process. In the past, the rotors

have always been supported by two solid

bearings with internal seals. However, this

arrangement has not proved ideal over the

long term. During periods of heavy rain it is

possible for the sludge level in the aerator
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Split roller bearings
are reducing
maintenance and
down time
at United Utilities.

Installation of a Revolvo SRB Split Bearing Unit.
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tanks to rise to the point where the bearing

units become temporarily submerged

leading to premature bearing failure. 

In order to change the solid bearings,

each rotor must be lifted clear of the tank,

and depending on the level of corrosion, the

rotor may then have to be completely

removed to a workshop for refurbishment. 

In an effort to reduce these costs, split

bearing units were specified. The housings

and supports were designed to be

interchangeable with the existing bearing

units where possible, or to incorporate

adaptor plates if necessary. 

The housings were equipped with high

performance split rubber lip seals with

garter springs and retaining plates, to guard

against water ingress during intermittent

submersion. The SRB split bearing units are

self aligning, so that the seals are always

concentric with the shaft, maximising seal

efficiency. Unlike solid bearings, SRB split

bearings are totally split to the shaft, a

design that both simplifies and expedites

installation and cuts downtime to

approximately 10% of that required to

replace solid bearings of a similar size.

They cannot be cross-located and

provide superior sealing arrangements,

totally excluding water and contaminants

from the bearing housing. This is achieved

by the arrangement of two lip seals with

garter springs, and a centralised positive

grease feed. The positive action of the

grease purge between

the two seals

combined with the

sealing efficiency

offers consistent

reliable long-term

operation.This leads to

longer bearing life and

greatly reduced levels

of maintenance.                 

A further

advantage of the

design is that the SRB

split bearing allows the

upper half of the

cartridge housing and outer bearing raceway

to be removed whilst the shaft is still

supported by the lower section of the housing

and bearing; this feature enables inspection

of the raceways, cage and rollers to be

undertaken with the bearing and shaft in situ.

This would be impossible with a conventional

solid roller bearing on large machines, where

the sheer weight and size can be a barrier to

ease of servicing.  The split format allows for

faster bearing replacement, reducing costly

downtime by up to 90%.

In future bearing maintenance will only

require support of the rotor shaft,

eliminating the necessity and cost of crane

hire, so that the higher initial investment is

soon recovered, and there is no need to

have access to the shaft ends for future

bearing maintenance.

The initial trials at Hale Bank Works

near Warrington, were undertaken

throughout the winter months, and

contained several periods of heavy rainfall.

The units were subjected to a number of

high water levels, but despite this the split

bearings performed to expectations and

continue to run smoothly.

Following the successful outcome of the

Hale Bank trial, United Utilities are now

considering replacing other existing solid

bearing units on this type of application with

the Revolvo design of SRB split roller bearings. 

Revolvo SRB Bearings Website:

www.revolvo.com

The SRB split bearing on the shaft.

An orbital aeration tank agitator.
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The commitment to service and quality are

the driving forces behind Helmke, which

has led them to build up an enormous stock

of motors and ancillary equipment. It is still

very much a family company founded 87

years ago by Johann Helmke and his wife in

Hannover in 1922. Dr Horst Norbert Helmke

joined his father in 1954 and became the

sole proprietor in 1970. He still comes into

the company on a regular basis, even

though he is now in his eighties. Titus

Helmke is the third generation to join the

family company. He joined the company in

2000, and has been Managing Director

since 2007. The company is unusual in that

it is still a private family company, not a

Gmbh or “limited liability” company, which

has probably helped them to take a long

term view on investments and carry a huge

range of stock. The company currently has

a turnover in the region of 75 million Euros.

In 2006 Helmke moved their head quarters

to a new 4,300 m2 logistics and production

centre in Sarsted just outside Hanover. The

centre houses a large stock of motors with

a capability of up to 5200 pallets. Stock

motors or motors received for special orders

can be modified here and tested before

despatch. They carry a large stock of spares

to meet customer’s potential requirements

for modified stock motors. If required they

have a load test facility for up to 200kW at

this site, giving improved flexibility and a

fast turn round. 

In 1973 the company founded its

French Subsidiary in Pulversheim, Sarl. They

extended their production and storage

facilities here in 2000. They updated their

load test facilities to become the company’s

main test facility. It runs with frequency

converter feed to cater for 1,500 kW at full

load, up to 3,000kW at partial load, and

10MW at no load, with rating voltages up to

14 kV at 50Hz to IEC test standards. They

are also able to test at 60 Hz and have a

frequency converter capability up to 100 Hz.

On DC machines they can test up to

1,000kW. In 2008 they added a water

cooling facility to the test bed to meet the

increasing demand for water cooled

machines. The Pulversheim facility is now

supported by a French sales office in Lyon.

Throughout this period they also

strengthened their distribution network

throughout Europe with stock being held at

the sales offices in Vaassen in the

Netherlands, and in Milan. They opened

sales offices in Sweden (1990), Spain

(1997), Switzerland (2001), Russia (2003),

and have a partner in Romania,

Electroglobal. 

All of their stock is under one stock

profile so that all branches can see what is

in stock. Motors are stored and palletised

under random locations with part of the

location number representing the facility

that is holding the stock. 

Their stock is HUGE, carrying up to

50,000 motors from 0.18kW fractional

horse power up to 8 MW. This includes 180

varieties of their own High Voltage machines.

As well as their own machines, they work

closely with Siemens and carry a large stock

of their machines up to 1,000kW and also

stock machines from other manufacturers

so that they can meet customers’

preferences. They are also particularly strong

in Hazardous area equipment.
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Helmke.
A company that
loves a challenge.

The commitment 
to service and
quality are the
driving forces
behind Helmke,
which has led 
them to build up
an enormous
stock of motors
and ancillary
equipment.

Inserting coils into a new High Voltage Stator at Helmke.

Testing High Voltage coils in their Hannover coil manufacturing department.

Some of their huge range of new Helmke stock motors.
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In low voltage technology they have

their own modular range of motors

consisting of three-phase squirrel cage

motors from 2 - 8 pole in IP55. These span

the power range 0.18kW up to 1,000kW.

Most are available ex stock and can be

modified before dispatch to customers’

special requirements. 

They manufacture a range of modular

slip ring motors in speed ranges of 500rpm

to 1,500rpm, from 2.2kW to 1,400kW in

IP54. The higher power motors are

particularly suitable for crushers and

kneaders. Their range of Hoist motors cover

outputs from 1.5kW to 400kW with integral

eddy current brakes. These can replace

AEG, Schorch, and Siemens machines

without modification.

They carry a large range of DC

machines made by Helmke, Siemens, ABB,

AEG-LDW, including explosion proof

versions. They can adapt motors to replace

older designs with special mountings,

shafts, flanges, various cooling methods

and monitoring equipment. They are

suitable for rolling mills, the paper industry,

mixers and kneaders, foil production,

cranes, and traction. The range covers

frame sizes 71 up to 710, with some special

applications up to frame size 1000. 

However it is their High Voltage

technology that is hard to beat, with a huge

investment in off the shelf stock. They also

use this stock as a basis to modify

equipment to customers’ requirements

where necessary. Their ranges cover from

200kW and go all the way up to 12,000kW.

They stock 2 and 4 pole mainly for pumps,

compressors and Blowers, and 6 and 8 pole

for fans, chippers and mills, and even 10

and 12 pole for piston compressors and

blowers. Their largest motors are suitable

for refiner drives, crushers and shredders,

mills and ventilation. They have a range

from 200kW to 1200kW suitable for

hazardous areas. As you walk round their

stock Matthias Deicke, their Sales Manager,

remarks that this motor is held for

shredders, or that one kept for the cement

industry etc. 

They will construct special drives for

special tasks to provide a total motor

package. Helmke are an ABB Drives Alliance

Partner for frequency converters, and a

Siemens Automation Solutions Partner for

large drives. Together with their own drives

they are able to quote on specific

manufacturers and also suggest

alternatives when looking at changing from

DC motors.They can offer a complete

solution for variable speed drive units and

frequency converters up to 2 MVA.

Helmke produce a range of fibre optic

controlled medium voltage soft start units,

which, among other advantages, provide

motor and starter protection. To be able to

provide a complete package they also stock

a range of cast resin and oil transformers

for power distribution and conversion up to

100 MVA. 

They manufacture their own High

Voltage Coils and are able to make these for

any type of motor, as well as their own High

Voltage machines.  This also supports their

High Voltage repair department, which

repairs all makes of machine. They carry a

large stock of spares for the types of

machine that they supply and service, and

supply spares for all makes of machine to

their customers. 

As if managing this range of stock was

not challenging enough, they are always

willing to custom design and engineer

motors, or, where necessary, adapt a

machine to supply a tailor-made customised

solution. This is especially applicable to

duplicate machines for an existing drivesA Consignment of Siemens Flame proof motors received at the Helmke Logistics centre.

Matthias Deicke, Sales Manager, with an order for High Voltage motors, and Transformers being prepared for despatch.
Some assembled panels and frequency converters in their Logistics centre.
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design, or when constructing special drives

with mechanical and electrical

modifications to include reduced losses for

optimised efficiencies, and designs for low

noise emissions.

So where do these special motors land

up, literally all over the world. The list is

endless:

A 6MW motor modified to replace a

damaged 5.37kW extruder motor; it

required modified cooling, modified

bearings, and mounting plus recertification

of the modifications for Zone 22. The motor

was modified tested and delivered within

three weeks.

They supplied four 600kW compressor

drive motors for a polypropylene plant in

Saudi Arabia, with special sleeve bearings

and noise-damped design.

A 4,700kW 991rpm 6.6kV, was

supplied for a cement mill drive in Sweden

with a 2nd shaft end for rated torque. 

Supplying a 2,500kW, 6kV, pump 

drive for Yukos Oil in Russia certified to

EExde II CT4. 

Adapting an 800kW 10kV 596rpm

motor for an oxygen-reciprocating

compressor in a smeltery in Belarus with

water cooling.

Supplying 1,850kW 6.6kV 992rpm Raw

Mill Drive with two shaft ends and special

mounting construction for a Cement Plant.

A 430kW 4.16kV 60 Hz 708rpm special

slip ring motor design for a vertical Pump

drive for the main cooling circuit in a power

plant in Columbia. 

A 3,270kW 6kV 742rpm vertical drive

roller mill specially designed with an

additional hydrostatic installation to raise

the rotor in the sleeve-bearing shells for a

cement mill drive in Germany.

Supplying and adapting a 3,600kW 5kV

1,485rpm slip-ring sinter blower drive 

to match the original mounting for a 

steel plant.

Helmke originally started nearly 90

years ago by merchanting second hand

machinery, which demanded a great deal of

adaptability, and ensuring that machines

were customised and tested before being

sent out to customers. This philosophy

seems to have stayed with them. They are

not a box pusher or just interested in

manufacturing, but fully understand what

they are supplying and with a full design

team to back up their products. They have a

wealth of experience in all sizes of motor

and have gained a reputation for being able

to come up with the impossible. 

Service has always been paramount

and they offer a 24 hour emergency service

for heavy industry worldwide. They have

honed their logistics to treat even the

largest motor with the urgency that a

customer demands. Recently they had

arranged for a 38 tonne 8MW motor to be

airlifted by Russian transporter plane to a

cement works in India to overcome a critical

breakdown. All in a day’s work (maybe a bit

longer) and another very satisfied customer!

Website: www.helmke.de

Tests being carried out on a completed motor at one of their many test stations.
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Parsons Peebles
Generation
Rejuvenated and with a growing order book. 

Journalaemt

Brazing the clips to connect the armature coils.
Roger Bailey Material Control/Purchase manager with Troy Saunders, General Manager.

A 6000 HP Vertical 20 pole motor undergoing final tests at 60 Hz before shipping to America.

Suddenly Parsons Peebles has developed

a spring in its step. The company have a

wealth of expertise and knowledge, which

they are now able to capitalise on.

Certainly some of the orders they have

recently won would challenge any

company. Their ability to manufacture one

off special motors and generators and

repair High Voltage machines has begun

to be a winning formula.

Parsons Peebles Generation Ltd. (PPGL)

traces its roots back a long way to the Bruce

Parsons factory in Edinburgh founded in

1898. When the factory based in East Pilton

burnt down in 1999, the rotating plant part

of the company became Parsons Peebles

moving to their current site in the Rosyth

Royal Dockyard. They split away from the

transformer division, which was owned 

by Rolls Royce and the Austrian company 

VA Tech. 

The company struggled at its new site

until it was taken over by Paterson Quarries

in April 2005, the Glasgow based company

has breathed new life and funding into

Parsons Peebles. William Paterson the

managing director of the Paterson Quarries

Group remarked
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“We have invested heavily in Parsons

Peebles Generation in terms of equipment,

and IT infrastructure, which has seen the

business return to a healthy position by

offering bespoke products to the global

market.” 

On the surface a strange takeover, but

Paterson Quarries owns a number of

successful companies including Gartsherrie

Engineering.  Gartsherrie had worked

closely with Parsons Peebles for some time

carrying out much of their engineering

requirement including machining,

fabrication and welding, profile burning and

laser cutting. The two companies

complement each other with Gartsherrie

manufacturing and fabricating all Parsons

Peebles requirements for new motors and

machines, as well as any high quality

machining required for the refurbishment of

equipment in for repair.

Sandy McEvoy, the Managing Director of

Gartsherrie Engineering, is now Managing

Director of Parsons Peebles as well. At last

the company has a managing director who

understands engineering companies, and

how they tick. The large block of leased

offices at Rosyth were no longer required

and instead investment began in the

equipment the company required to build

bespoke High Voltage machines and carry

out maintenance and repairs to them. Not

only do they have the records of Peebles

machines going back over 50 years, but they

have a dedicated and adaptable workforce

with a very respectable order book.

Many of the staff started at Peebles as

apprentices including Troy Saunders the

General Manager of the works. Their

experience with a focus and commitment to

high quality is reaping dividends. The

company has been audited to the ISO

9001:2000 quality standard, and the ISO

14001 environmental standard. Their

Hazardous area machines are accredited by

Baseefa for most world markets, and can

also be certified to the Russian GOST-R

requirements.

The company specialise in bespoke

machines as well as a range of standard

products made to order for the most

demanding and hazardous environments.

These include high voltage synchronous and

asynchronous motors up to 50MW. They are

a world leader in low starting current

machines of around 2.7 times full load

current. They manufacture a full range of

Generators up to 80MVA suitable for the Oil

and Gas, Petrochemical, and Power

Generation markets. Their generators are

suitable for use with Hydro generators,

steam and gas turbines, as well as

combined heat and power plants. By doing

so much in house with their sister company

Gartsherrie Engineering; they pride

themselves on being able to deliver

machines on time, to specification, and on

budget. Just as important their machines

are built to last and Peebles designed

machines of all ages are still bearing

testament to that in all corners of the world.

The solid reliability of Peebles machines

means that their service department teams

are looking after a comprehensive range of

machines some of which are still running

effectively after many decades. They are to be

found all around the world, and in all

environments from the coldest parts of

Russia to the hottest oil wells in Saudi Arabia.

Their service capabilities include

project management, installation,

commissioning, and repairs on all electrical

rotating machines and associated plant.

Their highly qualified engineers are also

backed up by design engineers if required.

As part of any project they will install

ancillary equipment such as AVR

Transformers, Switchgear and protection

panels. Where necessary they are able to

carry out High Voltage rewinds on site

together with fault investigation and

condition monitoring. Their staff are

qualified to carry out repairs to machines

offshore, and get used to visiting some of

the most remote and inaccessible places

around the world.

They have an extensive library and

archives on Bruce Peebles, NEI Peebles,

and Parsons Peebles machines. These

records go back over 50 years, with sole

access to the original drawings and

specifications required, they are able to

provide spares back up for the majority of

Peebles machines in operation. They can

also supply parts for other High Voltage

machines. 

The lamination production area has

been equipped with new grinding

equipment and refurbished machines for

making the High Voltage laminations. Here

they can make small batches of High

Voltage laminations, not just for their own

new machines and spares for Peebles

machines, but also for other companies.

They are able to reverse engineer

replacement stator packs or even complete

replacement armatures and rotors for any

other make of machine either to upgrade a

unit’s efficiency or to replace packs after a

bearing collapse. They also offer this service

to repair companies internationally.

To cope with the recent orders for some

large machines they have had to upgrade

their test facilities and overhaul the major

components in the test bed. This is now one

of the most comprehensive load test

facilities for High Voltage Motors and

Generators in Europe with all tests to

International standards and specifications.

The major part of the refurbishment

was to the 40MVA Krammer Drive used for

load testing generators and motors. This

now enables them to load test induction

motors up to 8MW at 60Hz and 7.5MW at

50Hz to BS EN IEC 60034 with ratings up to

15,000kW. They also test to the American

IEEE standards.

Generators can be tested up to 35MW

zero PF, rated current , rated excitation, and

above 35MW open and short circuit method

at all voltages up to 15kV. The various tests

can include direct online starting up to the

40MVA test bed capability. Locked rotor

tests and starting torque measurement up

to 2,000kW of mainly rotor losses within the

capability of the 40 MVA test bed. 

The vibration recording system has

been upgraded so that they are able to

record and analyse vibration, balance on

rotor end planes, and take a digital copy for

future analysis with Bently Nevada ADRE

equipment. Their separate IRD balancing

facility can handle rotors up to 10,000kgs

with additional trim balancing carried out on

test. As they produce a range of low noise

level machines with special features, they

are able to test the level of noise produced

by machines on test.

A 10,000/4,000 Hp. 20/40pole machine destined
for Louisiana. 

The company are committed to training apprentices with Mark Kelly examining an HV rotor.

Alistair Carr looking after the test bed with a 6000 HP machine on it.
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The large differential and reduction

gearbox has also been overhauled. This

enables testing at 2 pole speeds using the

differential gearbox and at four, six, and

eight pole speeds using the additional

reduction gearbox. This gives a maximum

rating at 3,300 volts of 3,000kW and

7,500kW at 6,600, 11,000, and 13,200

Volts at 50 Hz, and 6,600, 11,000, and

13,800 Volts up to 8,000kW, at 60 Hz.

Temperature rise is measured by the

superposition method using direct loading

via the differential gearbox, motors up to

15,000kW can be tested using this method.

The facility can be further enhanced by

the incoming 6,600v grid connection,

enabling back to back testing of more than

one motor. They also have Dc supplies up to

750v and 2,500 amps. To help handle

these sizes they have a 63 tonne capacity

crane the length of the building from the

door to the test bed.

There has been a major investment in a

new chilling plant allowing up to 2,000

litres/minute for water cooled machines,

and to absorb the waste heat from the

gearbox. The dedicated oil system can

supply flow rates up to 70litres/min for

machines requiring circulating oil for

bearing lubrication. For Hazardous Area Ex

machines they carry out purging and

pressurisation certification tests for

pressurised Ex “P” machines. In addition to

the test bed facility they have a full HV coil

testing facility in accordance with EEMUA

132. All the above facilities are available to

test motors from other customers and

repair workshops.

In April, these improved facilities

enabled the company to build one of the

largest induction motors ever manufactured

by Peebles. Two motors were required to

drive reciprocating compressors at a gas

storage facility in Louisiana. The largest

motor was rated at 10,000/4,000HP

(7,500/3,000kW) with windings configured

to operate at both 357rpm and 179rpm.

The 20/40 pole machine is designed to be

capable of transitioning between both

speeds for operational flexibility. The motors

were reverse engineered by Peebles design

engineers to be able to replace existing

machines on site. Another 6,000 hp vertical

shaft motor had just been built and was

undergoing final testing for the customer.

This 36 pole machine was to be delivered to

a nuclear power station in America. 

It has been Peebles ability to design

and build such complex machines within a

short time frame that has won them these

orders. Speaking to the test engineer from

the customer in the USA, I remarked that

that the Peebles facilities were impressive,

he immediately replied “Well put it this way,

they must be good if we’re here.” 

The company has had an excellent and

very profitable year in 2008, when the firm

base and support from the Paterson Group

began to bear fruit, and the keen eye of

Sandy McEvoy, the Managing Director,

ensured that everything was properly

costed.  

A passing comment from one of the

staff observed that Peebles had already

had its recession in 2004, before they were

taken over by the Paterson Group, and

judging by the work going through the

workshop they now seemed as busy as ever.

Since the take over their staff has

doubled, and they have just added on

further office accommodation. It is good to

see that they are committed to training and

having taken on two apprentices last year,

and they will be taking on another two

apprentices this year.

They are still working a two shift

system and have an order book for new

machines, which will see them through to

next year. This includes a £1.8 million order

to provide a frequency changer set to

Babcock Marine at Rosyth, which will

provide power to the two new aircraft

carriers being built for the UK Ministry of

Defence during their construction.  On top

of this they have secured orders for a hand

full of motors worth £2.2 million from two

major energy companies in the US.

To quote Dr Peter Hughes, the chief

executive of Scottish Engineering:

“We would like to congratulate Parsons

Peebles Generation on winning these

significant orders. It is an excellent example

of a first class Scottish engineering

company winning work against stiff

international competition.”

It looks as though Parsons Peebles

Generation may be around for another 

110 years.

> Unmatched Quality

> Superior Reliability

> Quickest Delivery Available

> Energy Efficient

> Custom Motors

If you’re having trouble finding a reliable source of NEMA motors in 
Europe, you need look no further than Baldor – the World’s number one 
NEMA motor manufacturer. We have the largest stock of NEMA  AC and 
DC motors in Europe.

Baldor motors exceed NEMA efficiency ratings and EPAct laws. 
Models are also available certified for use in hazardous and corrosive 
environments. Baldor manufacturers the industry’s widest range of AC 
and DC motors, gearmotors and controllers, but, if your requirements 
are more exact, we will design and build it to your specification. 

www.baldoreurope.com/nema

Germany Italy Spain Switzerland United Kingdom
sales.de@baldor.com 

+49 89 90 50 80 (Munich) 
+49 2234 37941-21 (Cologne)

sales.it@baldor.com
+41 91 640 9950

sales.es@baldor.com
+34 90 2110834

sales.ch@baldor.com 
+41 52 647 47 00

sales.uk@baldor.com 
+44 1454 850000

A cage rotor manufactured by Peebles for one of the Louisiana machines.
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Team Rewinds were founded just over 25

years ago in 1983 by Hardev Matharoo,

the managing director. They originally set

up in a small 600 square foot workshop in

Teams, Gateshead, which was soon too

small for the work they were handling. In

1986 they moved to the Team Valley

Trading Estate to a 7,500 sq ft factory

next to the A1. When the next door

connecting premises became available

ten years later, they doubled the size of

their workshop to 15,000 sq ft supported

by a 10 tonne gantry crane. The company

specialises in the repair of AC and DC

motors, permanent magnet motors, servo

motors, clutches and Brake coil repairs.

They also repair pumps, gearboxes and

transformers, with a comprehensive stock

of motors and Vacon drives. The increased

size has enabled the workshop to be well

laid out, and has helped them to become

the first UK SKF Certified Motor Rebuilder. 

It is probably no surprise that electric

motors feature high up in most reliability

incident reports, with the cycle of motor

repair, or replacement, leading to expensive

unplanned downtime. Bearing failures lead

to between 40% and 70% of these motor

failures. SKF were determined to find a way

to minimise the disruption caused by

bearing failures, and ensure that bearings

were fitted using their best practice to

ensure a long life, and to minimise

downtime caused by premature failure.

They wanted to ensure that wherever

possible bearings were replaced during

standard maintenance as opposed to an

unplanned failure. To achieve this they

needed to ensure that SKF bearings were

correctly handled, stored, installed, aligned,

lubricated, transported, and maintained.

Certainly Team Rewinds were some way

towards meeting the SKF standards having

achieved ISO 9001 2008. Their staff

required SKF training on: 

• Bearing fitting, 

• Motor and bearing failure analysis, 

• Bearing installation, 

• Lubrication systems, and 

• Condition monitoring technologies. 

This now enables them to provide failure

analysis, and troubleshoot, to ensure future

reliability of any repair. Ongoing training will

ensure that their staff will continue to

improve their competences and that they

continue to improve on best practices. This

will lead to consistent high quality repairs to

provide a longer life and reliability. They are

also backed up by SKF technical support,

parts and tools, and kept up to date with

the latest advances in technology.

By combining these SKF aim to reduce

the overall cost of repairs and downtime to

customers who embrace their solutions

programme of preventative maintenance

and asset efficiency optimisation, to

minimise the cycle of motor repair. 

Some things that are key to the reliability of

bearings are:

• accurate measurement of the shafts

before bearing fitment to ensure the

correct tolerances and fit. 

• Use of a good bearing heater to ensure

a stress free fit.

• Correct alignment of the bearing.

• Cleanliness: vital to the life of the

bearing. This encompasses dust free

storage so that dust is not transferred

from the box into the bearing grease.

Open cans of grease collect dust and

swarf and are a major area of concern

and have been identified by SKF as one

of the prime causes of early bearing

failure. Cleanliness in the application of

grease is paramount, with grease being

applied by using grease guns with

sealed cartridges to ensure no

contamination. 

Hardev is now supported by his son Avtar

Matharoo, the senior account manager, and

Mike Reid, the General Manager, it was

their responsibility to ensure that Team

were able to adapt their business to meet

the SKF requirements, and ensure that they

had the necessary equipment to comply

with best practice and carry out condition

monitoring. The company and workshop

went through a 2 day audit of their facilities,

which will be re-audited every two years to

ensure that standards are maintained.

The dirty area for steam cleaning is a

separate room at one end of the building.

Close to this area are also the stator cut off

machine, and paint spraying area. The

machine shop has now been separated off

with a screen and is well away from the

assembly area, so that swarf and abrasive

dust do not come into contact with any new

bearings being fitted. They have a range of

bearing extraction equipment for stripping

the motors. The area and benches for

dismantling motors are separate from the

area where the motors are refurbished and

reassembled to ensure absolute cleanliness

during rebuild. 

All the floors and walls are painted to

minimise dust and well marked out, with

the areas clearly defined. The workshops

are “L “shaped with the test area in the

middle of the workshops. There is also an

ability to load test equipment. The stores

are well laid out in the centre of the building

with the bearing stock protected from dust.

They also have a clearly defined coil winding

area, and an area for their Entec IRD

dynamic balancing equipment capable of

handling shafts, rotors, impellors, and fans,

up to 11 ft. 6” long and 8 ft. diameter and

up to 2.5 tonnes in weight. 

The company carry out site work and

condition monitoring, which is also an

important part of the SKF requirements to

ensure proper maintenance. They carry out

vibration analysis on site, as well as oil

analysis, and thermography.  

A Baker tester is also seen as essential

by SKF. Baker instruments have long been

regarded as one of the leading items of

equipment for monitoring the condition of

motors. Baker were recently taken over by

SKF to ensure that they were able to offer a

complete range of top quality condition

monitoring equipment.

The SKF certified rebuilder is a prestige

certificate to improve customers’ profitability

with less down time and fewer repairs, with

higher customer satisfaction leading to
Team Rewinds become
the first UK SKF
Certified Rebuilder.

Hardev and Avtar Matharoo holding the new SKF sign in front of Jim Fowlie of SKF, with Mike Reid and the rest of the workforce.

Journalaemt

Hardev Matheroo watching measurements being taken on a clean assembly bench.



greater loyalty and repeat business. Because

of the extensive back up required to both the

customers and certified rebuilders, SKF are

gradually rolling out the programme to a

select number of companies in a number of

countries. This should ensure that they can

gain a competitive edge with SKF technical

expertise and marketing support, and

equipment leading to consistent and reliable

standards of repair. The customer will

benefit from lower maintenance costs over a

period of time with fewer breakdowns

leading to increased productivity.

Hardev Matharoo, MD of Team

Rewinds, added “We are committed to

helping our customers achieve the highest

possible reliability, performance and

profitability.  The SKF certification shows

our willingness to take our capabilities to

the highest level. We’re proud to have

earned this important mark of distinction.”

SKF have since added Mid Kent

Electrical and Fletcher Moorland to their

certified rebuilders in the UK.
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Everyone is familiar with the fabulous

amount of gold found in the tombs of the

Pharaohs in Egypt mined over 3,000 years

ago, and the golden mask of

Tutankhamun. Gold was still mined in

Egypt until the time of the Suez crisis in

1956, when the last small scale gold

mines were closed. It was assumed that

the Pharaoh’s mines were basically

worked out.

It took an Egyptian mining engineer called

Sami El-Raghy, who had been working in

Australia for nearly 30 years to sniff out a

potential new gold rush. El-Raghy was

visiting the Egyptian Geological Survey and

Mining Authority (EGSMA) offices in 1992,

and noticed an ancient papyrus map on

their walls. The 3,200 year old map

discovered in Luxor in 1820 showed the

locations of the Pharaohs’ gold mines.

Intrigued he went off to investigate and

began to discover incredibly rich seams of

mineral deposits which had been largely

neglected for over 2,000 years.

The Egyptians had had to use very

primitive methods to extract the amount of

gold used by the pharaohs, but with modern

methods the amount of gold that is

estimated to be mineable by Centamin has

risen regularly since they began drilling a

few years ago. The company now know that

the pharaohs hardly scratched the surface

of the amount of gold available in the area.

Sami El-Raghy had lived close to Kalgoorie

in Australia where there were 20 gold mines

around him. He formed Centamin who now

have the rights to 160 square kilometres

known as Sukari Hill in Egypt. Their

concession in the red sea hills is littered

with ancient gold mines.

In the last year or so mining has begun

again and at the moment they have 8

drilling rigs working in the area to prove the

level of reserves. The latest estimates for

reserves in this area have been increased to

between 6 and 10 million ounces at a

current price of over $900 per ounce, which

is a world class mine. The company is

confident that Egypt’s foreign earnings from

gold will eventually overtake the income

from the Suez Canal, tourism, and oil all

added together.

Bowers Electricals Limited received a

request from a specialist engineering

organisation in Australia working on the

project to see if they could help with the

supply of two 20MVA transformers for one

of the Gold Mines which had been

established there.

Initially Bowers quoted for the 20MVA

6300/4160v 3ph,50Hz transformers as per

the requested specification, they also

offered them an auto wound transformer as

an alternative, which would have cost

considerably less.

The engineer for the gold mine

contacted Bowers and decided that they

would keep to the standard Delta/Star

connected version.  The original units had

been offered without any tappings because

of the substantial current going through the

windings, but the engineer decided that the

units would have to have tap changers fitted

on the High Voltage side.  The problem was

finding a suitable supplier who could

manufacture a tap changer to handle the

high current. After a considerable search

they found a supplier in America.

The transformer was already quite

special, the core and windings had to be

specifically designed and the core imported.

Electric Motor Repair Equipment

Whitelegg Machines Ltd, Crawley RH10 9QR
tel: 01293 526230  email: sales@whitelegg.com  www.whitelegg.com

Call or email our sales office for immediate information and quotes.

Established over 70 years, Whitelegg Machines have supplied coil winding and motor repair equipment world wide to
industry and governments alike, whether a single machine or a completely equipped facility.

Essential to the success of the company has been the level of technical back up and practical support offered to customers,
ensuring repeat orders and unconditional recommendations.

HCM-390 Coil Winding Machine
• Versatile and robust machine

• For winding stator coils up to 200 kW and transformer coils 

• Supplied with unique winding fixtures and accessories 

• Automatic stop with accurate angular position for rapid
winding of stator coil sets 

Test Panel Range
• Available in a range from 30-500kW 

• For 3-phase, single phase and DC
motor testing 

• Wide range of voltage inputs and
outputs 

• Taylor made to your requirements 

Bowers
Electricals tap
into an Egyptian
goldmine

The Copper was also of a special type to

cover their robust requirements. The radiators

had to be galvanised and the tank zinc

sprayed for the severe conditions the

transformers would be operating in when

installed in the Egyptian desert. Once the

specification had been agreed the order

became very urgent, by pulling out all stops

the tap changers were obtained from America

and the rest of the work was completed to a

tight schedule with one being delivered in

January and the other in February.

The transformers were supplied without

radiators and conservators. Silica gel

breathers were fitted, which had to be

packed separately.  When the transformers

were ultimately built on site, the

transformers weighed approximately 37½

tonnes and when complete with all the

fittings, the overall dimensions were 4.5

metres high, 4.3 metres long and 4.2

metres wide.

As a further service Bowers provided an

engineer to go to site to assist in the

building up of the transformers and carry

out some training. It is good to see them

tap into a real gold mine.

The new coils for one of the 20MVA 6300/4160v 3ph, 50Hz transformers. 

The main part of the transformer, broken down and ready for despatch to Egypt.

Journalaemt
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Brook Crompton Special Products have

recently moved their engineering and

manufacturing staff from the old BTH

Works in Blackheath to a new

manufacturing base at Cradley Heath in

the West Midlands. The manufacturing

facility has some illustrious forebears,

including the Metropolitan Vickers

Electrical Company Ltd. and British

Thomson Houston Ltd. (BTH); these were

latterly grouped together under the

ownership of Associated Electrical

Industries (AEI) and later the British

General Electric Company (GEC). 

GEC Electrodrives Ltd. was incorporated into

Brook Crompton in 1989 with several well-

known names surviving the changes

including Bull and Witton Kramer. The Brook

Crompton Special Products division is now

part of the ATB group of companies, with

ATB itself being part of A-TEC Industries AG.

A-TEC is a flourishing Austrian company

listed on the Vienna stock exchange with

drive systems, plant engineering, machine

tools and metallurgy divisions.

Key ranges manufactured by Brook

Crompton Special Products have niche

markets that require tried and proven

designs often of a safety critical nature

such as brakes and actuators. Their diverse

range now includes:

• The axial air-gap motor uses a disc

shaped winding separated from the

rotor by an axial rather than radial air

gap. This ensures that the motor has a

very short length and can be

incorporated into applications such as

axial fans, hoists, floor cleaners etc.

where length is an issue.

Covering outputs up to 2.2kW, a

customised design can be engineered

to specific customers’ requirements.

Brook Crompton 
Special Products move
to Cradley Heath

Journalaemt

Eriks Zvaigzne, AEMT Technical consultant, with Steve Hurley, Brook Operations Director, looking at a batch of specially manufactured armatures.

www.brookcrompton.com

total adaptability

a company of A-TEC INDUSTRIES AG
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HI-THERM® Varnishes
A range of solvent borne impregnating varnishes for use in dip & bake applications.

� Cost effective
� Flexible curing cycles
� High bond strength
� Superior moisture & chemical resistance

AQUA-THERM® Varnishes
A range of water borne impregnating varnishes for use in dip & bake applications.

� Environmentally friendly
� Low VOC emissions
� High bond strength
� Good tank stability

DOLPHON® Potting Resins
A range of epoxy, polyurethane & polybutadiene resins for the potting, casting,

impregnation & encapsulation of electronic components.

� Ranging from very flexible to rigid finishes
� Excellent thermal conductivity
� Good adhesion with excellent moisture & chemical resistance
� Available with a wide range of viscosities

SYNTHITE® Varnishes
A range of air-drying finishing varnishes & enamels for use via brush, dip or spray.

� Rapid processing
� Excellent conformal coatings
� Superior moisture & chemical resistance
� Available in convenient DOLPH – SPRAY® aerosols

DOLPH-SPRAY® Aerosols
All SYNTHITE® air-drying varnishes are available in aerosol form.

� Easy application
� Fast coverage
� Convenient for site work
� Variety of colours & finishes

DOLPHON® Resins
A range of solvent free impregnating resins for use via dip, VPI, trickle or Roll-through.

� Environmentally friendly
� High flash point – low fire hazard
� Low VOC emissions
� Excellent bond strength at high temperatures

John C. Dolph Company
Leaders in insulating products for the
electrical and electronics industries

Sole UK Stockist & Distributor

Foxwood Close, Foxwood Industrial Park,
Sheepbridge, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S41 9RB, UK
Tel: +44(0) 1246 261 828 Fax: +44(0) 1246 261 830

sales@par.gb.com www.par.gb.com

Setting the Standard in

Distribution

P.A.R.
Insulations &Wires Ltd

Foxwood Close, Foxwood Industrial Park,
Sheepbridge, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S41 9RB, UK
Tel: +44(0) 1246 261 828 Fax: +44(0) 1246 261 830

sales@par.gb.com www.par.gb.com

VENTILATING FANS
� From IEC 56 – 355 Frame sizes
� Various types & profile of fan available
� Available in Plastic & Aluminium
� A range of bore sizes with/without keyways to fit a

variety of shafts

FAN COWLS
� From IEC 56 – 355 Frame sizes
� Manufactured from steel & supplied primed with fixing holes
� Available in standard depth & extra deep for brake motors &

forced ventilators

TERMINAL BLOCKS
� From M3 – M20 thread sizes
� 6 pins, complete with nuts, washers & bridge links
� UL Approved & economy blocks available

THERMAL CUT-OUTS
� From 80 - 180ºC
� From 1.6 – 16 amps
� Temperature & current sensitive

PTC THERMISTORS
� From 80 - 190ºC
� Available in singles & triples
� Rapid response protection for electric machines

CAPACITORS
� Available in Motor Run & Motor Start
� Available with faston tag terminals or leads
� Range of voltage and Micro Farad ratings

HEATER TAPES
� Prevents the formation of condensation when the motor is off
� Available in a range of lengths & power ratings
� EX Approved for use in flameproof motors

CABLE TIES
� Available in standard non-releasable ties & releasable twist ties
� Manufactured from tough Nylon 6.6
� UL Approved to UL 94 V-2 flame retardancy specification

CABLE CRIMP TERMINALS
� A range of insulated copper terminals, lugs & splices
� from 0.50 – 1000mm2 conductor sizes
� Crimping tools also available

CABLE MARKERS
� A range of adhesive & clip on markers
� Various markings
� Resistant to salt water, detergents, fuels, oils & solvents

(Adhesive type)

Associate Company of

P.A.R.
Insulations &Wires Ltd

Setting the Standard in

Distribution

Flexibility in the manufacturing process

allows for the optimisation of electrical

requirements such as torque, noise, or

efficiencies.

• Water cooled motors can provide many

attributes that standard motors cannot

provide. The excellent cooling allows the

use of a single design over a wide range

of voltages and frequencies. 

Increased outputs over a standard

equivalent sized motor can also be

achieved. As there is no fan fitted the

motor is quiet and can be used in clean

environments, where the disturbance of

dust may be a problem.

• Bull Direct Current (DC) motors have

had a long and distinguished place in

the history of the UK DC market. The

Special Products Division continues to

manufacture DC motors on site and can

supply motors up to 750 kW.

• The BD2510B Tachogenerator is famous

for its robust construction and high

accuracy with consistent voltage

proportional to speed. Brook Crompton

Special Products have been

continuously manufacturing the same

design for over 40 years. 

Care has been taken to preserve the

special materials and design features

which provide its unique performance.

This design is still being used around

the world from India to South Africa.

A full technical service is available from

the design team. New applications, the

matching of replacements for old Bull

machines using the original

manufacturing data records held on site

and the provision of replacement

spares for the Mark III product are all

handled from the Cradley Heath office. 

• Witton Kramer electro magnetic drum

brakes and electro hydraulic thrustors /

brakes remain popular due to their

simple and rugged designs.

The brakes are used on demanding

applications such as on heavy duty

cranes, conveyors and process lines.

The thrustor is a self contained electro-

hydraulic unit and is operated by a standard

D63 or D71 cage induction motor fitted with

a cast iron frame and steel terminal box. 

Brook Crompton Special Projects recently

completed a US $1 million order to supply a

hundred 50kW traction motors for the mid-

life overhaul of the monorail at Newark

Airport, New Jersey. This was a key

engineered project to achieve a capacity of

2700 passengers an hour to and from one

of the busiest air terminals on America’s

Eastern Seaboard.

As Brook Crompton Special Projects

have retained a full design team, machine

shop, winding machines, and test

equipment capable of measuring the new

European ‘IE’ efficiencies, there is scope for

a bright future of one of the last UK based

motor manufacturers.

Going forward Steve Hurley, the

Operations Director, sees great

opportunities for a UK based low volume

motor manufacturer willing to take on

special designs from concept to production.

“With our blend of heritage, experience and

flexible manufacturing, we are able to work

with customers to develop competitive new

products that suit their particular needs.”

Website:

www.brookcrompton.com/specialproducts.htm

The solution is clear.Port Talbot

Tel: 01639 895815
Gloucester

Tel: 01452 726999
Bodmin

Tel: 01208 78440
Winsford

Tel: 01606 863343
Wexford (IRL)

Tel: 00353 87 2310577 www.pumpsupplies.co.uk

Pump Supplies
of electric submersible pumps and accessories in the UK.

As the largest UK distributor 
of ITT Flygt products and the 

of Flygt pumps in the country, 
Pump Supplies offers a unique 
back-up service to fellow 
members of the AEMT.

This includes:

 Flygt electric submersible 
pump hire up to 180kW

 Available nationwide 24/7

Huge stocks of temporary 
pipework systems to suit  
up to 24” diameter

 New Flygt product and 
stocks of genuine Flygt 
spares and accessories

For service and commitment, 
contact us.
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It is becoming more and more common to

notice staff in shops tapping their stock

figures into a hand held computer. These

are PDA’s or Personal Digital Assistants,

and as their price tumbles to below the

£200 mark, they are becoming more and

more common. However the combination

of the phone and pda with the I-phone and

Blackberry, available on phone contracts,

has made them accessible to all

companies and their staff. 

They are already much more a part of

everyday life than some people imagine. In

a recent observation in the Taxi Newspaper

it reported a staggering 62,000 mobile

phones, 2,900 lap tops, and 1,300 pda’s

left in London taxis in only 6 months!

The PDA is no longer the simple

electronic aide memoire; they have become

very sophisticated computers in their own

right. Graham Brooker with Gary Downes of

Solutions in IT realised that there could be

many benefits from applying their

adaptability and portability to the service

and repair industry by linking it into the

EMIR software supplied by Solutions in IT.

Graham Brooker, the MD of Wilson

Electric of Battersea, was keen to pioneer

the development of PDA’s with the EMIR

system. Wilson Electric were founded in

1951, and are one of the few repair

companies still to have a base close to the

centre of London. Like most members they

offer a repair service on motors, pumps,

fans, and gearboxes. They are the UK

distributor for Elektro Adda of Italy and

suppliers and stockists for Remco. Their

range of drives includes SSD Eurotherm

Drives, ABB Drives, Fairford Soft Starts, and

Crompton Control Gear. They also stock

Lowara and DAB pumps. 

Graham Brooker installed Wilson’s

original EMIR system in 2003. It enabled

the company to adopt a system that would

track the job costing process in an

integrated way. This ensured that all costs

were recorded including labour, materials,

and purchases. At the time Graham

remarked: “There is no doubt that EMIR has

helped us to recover costs that were simply

missing from our costing process; as a

result it paid for itself, probably 10 times

over, within the first year of its use.” 

Two years later in 2005, Wilson’s

upgraded to the EMIR Professional system.

The Professional system uses a central

server and includes stock serial tracking,

user based priority profiles, and improved

technical information. There is more sales

information, with 3 ways of preparing quotes in either Word or Excel.

Purchasing has been enhanced for placing and tracking orders, and

Financial and Logistical reporting can be either by department, site, or

as a company.  Job management has been extended and a Quality

procedure for complaints and non-conformity tracking. There is an

Activity Calendar, with reminders, and EMIR Email. All of these have

helped Wilson’s to grow and have become an integral part of the level of

business Wilson’s are achieving today. 

As Graham says, “Without a doubt, we have learned a lot about

computers in the last 18 months. EMIR was our first real business

management system, and we were delighted to find that there was an

upgraded version of EMIR, in EMIR Professional. This has helped us to

cope with the further demands of our fast growing business, in both

keeping detailed costing records and helping us to provide excellent

customer service.” 

The Professional software can be customised to the user’s exact

needs, and this is where Graham Brooker issued Gary Downes, the MD

of Solutions in IT with the challenge, and helped to pioneer the invention

of the EMIR-PDA at Battersea.

The attraction of a PDA system began to be of interest to them,

because of their very healthy on site repair service. They carry out on-

site servicing, bearing vibration and analysis, balancing, energy

management, and control engineering, as well as the maintenance,

removal and installation of equipment. 

The PDA allows access to a website based addition to EMIR, which

enables engineers to login from a customer’s site or their own vans.

They can record all the details required to allow job costing to be

completed and invoices produced before they move on to the next

customer. Once jobs have been allocated within EMIR, the engineers

update the system so that a costed invoice can be produced

immediately on site for the customer even before he returns to base. 

The engineers now use their PDA to connect to EMIR and:

• See a List of Jobs that they need to do,

• Record their Time on jobs, 

• Record the Materials they have used, 

• Record any Expenses,

• Make Notes against the job,

• Record the Work Done,

• Fill in a Safety Checklist,

• Get the customer’s signature to ‘Sign Off’ the completed job.

All of this means that instead of waiting for their on-site engineers to

hand in their paper records the next time they visit the office, Wilson’s

engineers now record their activity on the move and ensure that their

EMIR system is totally up-to-date.

EMIR-PDA will run on any PDA that has Windows Mobile as its

operating system, and a suitable dial-up Internet connection. In ‘3G’

areas the performance is even faster giving the equivalent of broadband

speed of access. 

Graham Brooker, Managing Director of Wilson’s says, “This has

solved an ongoing problem that we were unable to capture our site-work

costs completely or in a timely fashion, which is why we suggested the

idea to Solutions in I.T. originally. With EMIR-PDA, we can now see the

costs, and all the site activity, taking place as it happens. We are no

longer missing out on costs or other information. The fact that we have

the customer sign-off for the work we have completed is making it easier

to charge for the work we have carried out. We are delighted with the

system, and reaping the benefit, but then we did help to design it!”

Websites: www.solutionsinit.com 

www.wilsonelectric.co.uk
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Why not join all of these satisfied companies?
Discounted offers available to all AEMT members!

Business software
designed to help you run
your business!

“From our point of view, EMIR Professional has proved to be an excellent
choice. The suitability of the functionality to our multi-site operation allows us

to manage our entire business very closely, and the quality of service and
support we have received means that the implementation of EMIR and

EMIR’s day-to-day operation since, have both gone very smoothly.”
Mr. Martin Savage (Director) Mid-Kent Electrical.

“It's so easy for everyone to use, and all our records are now readily
accessible within seconds. (No more searching for hours for that lost piece of

paperwork). The Finance system holds so much information that our
audit went extremely smoothly, and finally the ability to tailor the system to

our own individual needs at a very reasonable cost is brilliant.”
Ms. Chris Swan (Finance Director) Brownings Electric Co. Ltd.

“We had reviewed several systems before purchasing EMIR, including Sage,
but we didn’t feel that Sage job costing was suitable for our business. Having
seen EMIR we knew that the system would suit our business far better and it

has proved to be an excellent choice. We are now starting to add some
customisation to EMIR to suit our own Quality system, enabling EMIR to

track even more of our processes and procedures, and we are very pleased
with the cost at which this is being done.”
Mrs. Jackie Kirkby, Company Secretary, 

Kirkby Lindsey Electrical Engineering Ltd.

“We are delighted to have found a system that is so well suited to our
business and at such a reasonable cost. We would have no hesitation in

recommending EMIR and Solutions in I.T. to anyone considering
purchasing such a system. Mr. Graham Brooker, Managing Director,

Wilson Electric (Battersea) Ltd.

“We purchased the EMIR Professional system because it suited our business
methods and practices very closely – it was an easy decision for us to make!
We were delighted with how quickly we were able to get fully running on the
EMIR system, as we went ‘live’ across our business within two weeks of the

system being installed. The system has proven to be fast,
reliable and easy to use, and we are therefore happy to recommend EMIR.”

Mr. Shaun Sutton, Director, Central Electrical (AW) Ltd.

Our EMIR “Standard” and “Professional” 
solutions come with on-site Training and 

Software Support as standard. 

AA Winders Ltd, (Dunstable)
ABCO Rewinds (Motherwell)
AER Ltd (Kent)
A.D.C. Electrical (Washington)
Advanced Electrical Services Ltd
(Birmingham)
Advanced Precision Maintenance
(Letchworth)
Advanced Technical Solutions Ltd
(Livingston)
Aire Valley Electrical (Leeds)
Arfon Rewinds (Liverpool and Caernarfon)
A.S.K. Rewinds Ltd (Blackburn)
Associated Electrical Repairs (Cornwall)
Bandon Rewinds (Cork, Ireland)
Bearings and Drives (Middlesex)
Boardley and Roberts (Ipswich)
Bradford Armature Winding Co (Bradford)
Brownings Electric Company Ltd (Barking)
Burscough Rewinds (Lancs)
Central Electrical (AW) Ltd (Liverpool)
Clarich Ltd (Rugby)
Cornwall Pump & Motor Rewinds Ltd
(Cornwall)
Coulstock & Place Ltd (Doncaster)
Davies & Hall (Lancaster)
Delton Electric (Birmingham)
Detailed Services Ltd (Manchester)
Direct Pumps and Tanks (Derbyshire)
DK Rewinds (Birmingham)
DORLEC (Derbyshire)
E&C Rewinds (Narbeth, Wales)
Eclipse Electrical Engineers (York)
Elecfab [Rotheram]
EMR Brackley (Northants)
EMR Silverthorn Ltd (Middlesex)
Electrical Rewind Services (Various,
Ireland).
Faralectric (Sheffield)
Foreman Electrical Services (Rainham)
Fulmak Rewinds (Long Eaton)
Fyfe Wilson and Co. Ltd (Bishop Stortford)
GEM Rewinds Ltd (Warwick)
Greenwoods Electrical Services
(Darlington)
GW Potts Ltd (Rotheram)
H.A. Kidd Electrical Engineers Ltd (Cardiff)
Heasells Electromechanical Services
(Royston)

Hereford Rewinds (Hereford)
Hewson and Turrell (Grimsby)
HG Rewinds (Stoke)
Holt & Martin Electrical (Bury)
Holmes & Quinn (Fareham, Hamps)
Houghton International Ltd (Newcastle)
JB Rewinds (Warrington)
John McNicol and Co Ltd (Glasgow)
Kirkby Lindsey Electrical Eng Co Ltd (Hull)
Knowlton & Newman Ltd (Various, UK)
LC Kittow and Co Ltd (Southampton)
Levern Engineering (Glasgow)
Long Eaton Rewinds (Long Eaton)
Mawdsleys (Bristol)
Mid-Kent Electrical Ltd (Various, UK)
Montrose Electrical Engineering Co.
(Montrose)
MTS Industrial (Wellingborough)
Newark Electric Motors Ltd (Newark)
Park Gate & Co (Carlisle) [CALS Only]
Pumps and Motors (UK) Ltd (Barking)
Pumpseal (Southampton)
Questek Marketing (South Africa)
Rapid Solutions Ltd (Baku, Azerbaijan)
Rotamec Ltd (Cheddar)
SC Rewinds (Belfast, N. Ireland)
Slater Drive Systems Ltd (Newcastle upon
Tyne)
StarDelta Ltd (Grimsby)
Stewart Rewinds Ltd (Glasgow)
Structured Networks (Manchester)
S.W. Electrical Repairs Ltd (Burnley)
T.A. Boxalls (Horley, Surrey)
Technique Electrical Repairs (Kent)
Thomas, Wilch and High (Norwich)
Twenty Twenty Maintenance Services
(Slough)
Wearside Rewinds (Washington)
Webb-Elec Ltd (Birmingham)
Wilson Electric (Battersea) Ltd
W.G.M. Engineering (Glasgow &
Livingston)
W.H. Shoebridge Ltd (Various, UK)
W.S. Henderson’s (Manchester)
Wyre Repairs Ltd (Maidenhead)
and more…

EMIR

Wilson Electric help
pioneer EMIR-PDA with
Solutions in IT.

John Brooker with Carly Brooker looking at EMIR on a PDA.

Job menu Safety Checklist Customer Sign Off
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It is good to see that even the major

energy producer E.ON takes energy

conservation and the environment

seriously, even at a major power station

such as Ratcliffe-on-Soar. The power

station is quite a land mark just off

Junction 24 on the M1, close to

Nottingham. The site also houses E.ON

Engineering, which carries out research

and development on power generation. 

The power station was commissioned in

1968, and has a capacity of 2034 MW from

four Parsons Steam Turbine sets. Two of the

Stator generators have just been upgraded

by Alstom with new inner stators to increase

the maximum rating of each set from

500MW to 520MW, following an upgrade of

the high pressure turbines. It produces

enough power to meet the needs of

approximately 1.5 million homes.

The site covers about 700 acres next to

the river Trent, with a large number of trees

and shrubs planted, and a biodiversity

action plan to enhance the ecological value

of the land. About 48 million cubic metres

of cooling water are taken from the river

each year, and of that about 11 million

cubic metres evaporates through the eight

cooling towers.

The power plant comes under the EU

Large Combustion Directive to control acid

rain and protect the environment by

reducing the amount of Sulphur Dioxide,

Oxides of Nitrogen and dust. This was

achieved at Ratcliffe in 1993, when they

commissioned the new Flue Gas

Desulphurisation (FGD) Plant. 

The desulphurisation process passes

flue gas through a heat exchanger to cool it

below 90°C. The gas is then drawn into the

tower where it comes into contact with the

limestone slurry. This creates a chemical

reaction, removing the SO2 and converting

the limestone into calcium sulphite (which

is in turn processed to create commercial

quality gypsum); during the process 95% of

the hydrogen chloride is also removed. Once

Ratcliffe Power Station
reduces its energy bill

Journalaemt

The landmark Ratcliffe-on-Soar Power Station with coal going in and 2,000MW of power and cleaned emissions coming out.
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the SO2 has been removed the gas is

reheated to allow it to rise through the

chimney. 

As the FGD plant plays such a vital role

in cleaning the emissions from the power

station it is vital that down time is kept to a

minimum. This means that all equipment in

the plant must have the longest operating

life possible with low maintenance

requirements. Efficiency is a top priority,

and when sourcing equipment, energy

efficiency and reduced maintenance are

very important. The power station is

recognised as one of the most efficient coal

fired power stations in the UK.

Chris Bennett, a senior electrical

engineer at Ratcliffe, remarked “It is always

surprising to people who visit the site that

we are so efficiency conscious, but they are

often even more surprised that we have to

pay for the power we use during the

generation process!  It is essential we don’t

use more energy than we actually need.

Even more important is minimising the

environmental impact of the power station

and ensuring the reliability of the plant;

outages have to be avoided where possible

so critical equipment such as the motors

have to be reliable.”

As a result of this WEG recently

supplied two Medium Voltage motors for the

Desulphurisation plant. The first motor to be

installed was a 6,150kW, 10 pole, 11kV,

WEG M-line MGF 1000 unit, which is used

to drive the booster fan on the FGD plant.

The motor is an IEC 1000 frame size with

an output torque of over 100,000Nm. It is

the largest of the WEG motors currently

installed at the power station. The booster

fan is used to power the flue gas through

the FGD plant.

The second motor installed is also a

MGF high-voltage unit, it is a smaller IEC

400 frame size MGF 400E, 750kW, 4 pole,

3.3kV motor. This motor drives an absorber

recirculation pump on one of the FGD

towers. These pumps are used to transfer

up to 8,000 tonnes of limestone slurry an

hour to the top of the 50 metre high towers

to be sprayed into the flue gas.

Both the above motors were chosen

because they were highly efficient, the

larger unit up to 96.4% at peak efficiency,

the smaller motor is just 1 percent lower at

95.4% efficiency. It was also vital that the

new motors were able to survive in an

outside environment for a long period,

working at a continuously high load. The

WEG motors are designed to be compact

and robust, using cast iron frames and

corrosion resistant finishing, and galvanised

mounting components. The windings are

sealed using a Vacuum Pressure

Impregnation (VPI) system, which

guarantees high quality insulation and

stator coil protection through the application

of a special epoxy based resin.

Operating temperature is crucial to both

the efficiency and the longevity of electric

motors, and so the WEG units employ a

combination of an internal cooling circuit,

external cooling fins and high efficiency

cooling fans to guarantee an optimum

temperature gradient within the motor.

These, coupled with specifically

dimensioned high quality bearings, ensure

that the motors have a long running life.

To further increase the motors

operating life WEG motors have dynamic

balancing at motor operating speeds. In this

case the standard balancing is on two

planes, (WEG are also capable of providing

three plane balancing on request). Both are

computer controlled and capable of very low

vibration levels, this extends both bearing

and motor life.

Due to their careful design the motors

require very little maintenance to keep them

running efficiently, however, as with all

motors, it is important to keep them

adequately lubricated. WEG have employed a

pressure grease relief system which is an

innovative grease lubrication system enabling

old grease to be removed and replenished

with new while the motor is still running, this

reduces the need for maintenance and down

time. The motors are designed to deliver

outstanding performance, reliability and

safety in the most arduous operating

environments worldwide.

It is an amazing fact that WEG

manufactures one million motors a month,

over 75% of which are for industrial

applications. It is active in all market

sectors, domestic, industrial LV, MV and HV

with a range that includes over 30,000

different products and a design and

development service that provides four

prototype motors each day to meet

customer needs right across the world.

To sum up Chris Bennett of Ratcliffe

added: “We opted to install the WEG motors

as they run smoothly and we could be

confident that they would require a low level

of maintenance. It was important that we

installed robust motors, as they are running

continuously on a high load in conditions

that can become harsh at times. As well as

the two large motors installed on the fan

and the pump, we have several smaller

WEG motors throughout the power station.”

The WEG high-voltage IEC 400 frame MGF 400E, 750kW, 4 pole, 3.3kV motor driving an absorber recirculation pump.

The IEC 1000 frame, 6150kW, 10 pole, 11kV WEG
M-line MGF 1000 unit, used to drive the booster fan
on the FGD plant with an output torque of over
100,000Nm.
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AEMT 2009 AGM

1. John Cordell of Neu Servo Repairs speaking to Colin Brewster of Dowding and Mills, Philip Robinson of Neu Servo Repairs, and Colin

Journalaemt

The AEMT AGM was held at the Hilton, East Midlands Airport. The President, Vernon Fletcher, thanked the Associate members for their support

with an excellent number of stands, and for the record attendance by all members.  Kurt Menzel of Menzel Elektromotoren had a stand for the

first time, despite the frustration of flight delays, and Ridgway Machines and Vacon Drives also had stands for the first time.

The Reports by the President, AEMT Secretary, Tim Marks, and Technical Specialist, Eriks Zvaigzne endorsed that the Association continued

to be in good health, with an expanding membership, and now benefiting from the investment in upgrading the computer system and web site.

The addition of Eriks Zvaigzne to the staff as technical consultant was also enabling the association to progress and provide members with a

better service on the technical side. 

1

2 3
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4. Some of the members’ stands at the AGM.  
5. Ian Beatson of Beatson Fans and Motors with Roger Askey, and Dave

Stanley of Kenworth Products. 
6. John Cordell of Neu Servo Repairs with Dominic Johnston of Hi-Wire Ltd.
7. Chris Ward and Mark Gibbons of Vacon Drives with Mike Swan of GEM

Integrated Solutions.
8. Silvio Colagiovanni of Quartzelec with David Ward and Rob Wood of ABB, and

Matt Brown of Quartzelec.
9. Richard Peach from Lincolnshire Rewinds speaking to Andrew Papka of

Rotary Engineering.

4
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1. The AEV stand at CWIEME.  
2. A 3300v/1140v 1500kva 3ph 50Hz mining transformer by Transmag Power transformers.
3. A fully sequential Scheing winding machine. 
4. Mark Vickers on the WES stand. They displayed their insulated copper strip at Berlin for the first time this year. 
5. Ridgway Machines find CWIEME an excellent show.

The AEMT at CWIEME Berlin.

Journalaemt

It is quite surprising how the CWIEME

exhibition in Berlin seems to defy all the odds

and become a larger and more established

exhibition. Unlike many exhibitions it is still

held annually and the number of stands

continues to grow. This year there were

around 600 exhibitors from 40 countries

taking up 4 halls of the Berlin Messe or

Exhibition Centre, all credit to Timothy House

and Graham McNeill.

Since its inception 35 years ago, the

exhibition has become a truly international

event, where many insulation companies and

equipment manufacturers can meet their

agents, distributors, and customers. The

exhibition has become the main focus for

suppliers and manufacturers of insulation,

wire, and electrical steels, as well as

manufacturing equipment for winding

stators, transformers, and coils. There are

also presentations by industry experts at

INSUCON running in tandem with the

CWIEME show.

Although much of the exhibition is based

around the exhibition title of coil winding,

insulation, and electrical manufacturing, there

are still some stands of interest to the repair

market. Most of the AEMT suppliers of

insulation and wire were there including AEV.

They were very happy with the high quality of

enquiries at the show. Although numbers may

have been slightly lower than last year, they felt

that visitors were more focused on why they

were visiting the Berlin exhibition. They also

signed up a new distributor at the show.

Andrew Leigh, the managing director of Wire

Systems Technology of South Africa, who are

already a major magnet wire producer in the

region and required a comprehensive range of

insulation materials to complement their range. 

Most other insulation manufacturers,

and wire manufacturers had large stands at

the show, and Wire Electric Supplies (WES)

exhibited for their first time at the show.

Baker instruments had their full range of

testers on display and Shieng had their latest

sequential winding machines in operation on

the stand, both are distributed by Whitelegg

Machines. Lukerath BV had a demonstration

pyrolysis oven on their stand, which are

distributed by AEV in the UK.

Ridgway Machines of Leicester have

been a regular exhibitor with 90% of their

production exported worldwide; they find it

an excellent venue. Andy Clarke, the sales

manager for Ridgway Machines commented

“CWIEME in Berlin is an important

international showcase for Ridgway

technology and developments.  We had a

very good show, with a high level of enquiries

and a lot of interest shown by visitors to our

stand. We took orders on the stand for a

number of taping heads and customers were

also interested in our new product

developments.”

This year CWIEME also have an

exhibition in Chicago for October 13/ 15th

and in Mumbai, India on 24/ 26th

November. 

The Coil Winding Insulation and Electrical Manufacturing Exhibition goes from strength to strength.

CWIEME at the Berlin Messe.
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6. The Krempel Group stand.
7. The Baker Instruments stand. 
8. Malcolm Hems of Jones Stroud part of the

Krempel Group. 
9. Steve Mayall on the Elantas stand. 

6
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